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0. INTRODUCTION 
The Killing form is a powerful tool in the study of semi-simple Lie 
algebras. Unfortunately, it is non-degenerate only in the semi-simple case, 
therefore one has to look more generally for a form which has all the useful 
properties of the Killing form: bilinearity, symmetry, invariance, non- 
degeneracy. Such a form will be a scalar multiple of the Killing form in the 
central-simple case but in the general case it may not even exist: just take 
the solvable Lie algebra of dimension 2. 
In this work, we study what we call regular quadratic Lie algebra (g, cp), 
i.e., Lie algebra g equipped with a symmetric, invariant, non-degenerate 
bilinear form cp. 
If d is a derivation of g belonging to the orthogonal Lie algebra o(cp) 
then, following the ideas of V. G. Kac, we define a regular quadratic Lie 
algebra of dimension 2 + dim g, denoted (g,, (Pi), which we call the exten- 
sion of (g, cp) by d (Proposition 2.3). The interesting point of this extension 
is the fact that any indecomposable regular quadratic Lie algebra with non- 
trivial center is of the form (g,, (Pi) (Proposition 2.9), which allows an 
inductive classification. Moreover, a regular quadratic solvable Lie algebra 
has a non-zero center (Lemma 2.8). Therefore, the solvable case is com- 
pletely covered. Proposition 2.11 classified all extensions of a given (g, cp) 
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in terms of orbits of a subspace of P’H’(g, g) under the action of a sub- 
group of Aut g. 
In Section 3, we define the amalgamation of quadratic Lie algebras, and 
this notion is used in Section 4 for the classification of extensions of regular 
quadratic abelian Lie algebras by nilpotent derivations: we prove that this 
classification is equivalent to the classification of some partitions of an 
integer. As an application, we give the list of all regular quadratic nilpotent 
Lie algebras of dimension < 7 (Proposition 5.1). 
This manuscript is far from being complete. For instance: (1) the 
classification of extensions of regular quadratic abelian Lie algebras by 
semi-simple derivations is not detailed although it is obviously related to 
the orbits of a Cartan subalgebra of o(n) under the action of the Weyl 
group of o(n); (2) the Aut, g-orbits of P’Hk(g, g) in Proposition 2.11 are 
not studied in the general case; (3) the isometry (gd, (Pi) z (g>,, cp;,) is 
investigated only when (g, cp) = (g’, cp’) with some assumption; (4) the 
interesting applications to analysis given by A. Cerezo [ 11 are not 
explained; (5) Proposition 2.9 does not cover Lie algebras with trivial cen- 
ter and A. Cerezo pointed out to us an example of regular quadratic non- 
semi-simple Lie algebra with trivial center [ 11. 
This work was directly inspired by [3, 2.10, 2.11, p. 231.’ 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Let g be a Lie algebra over a commutative field K of characteristic 
0. We denote by (C”g),> i its central descending series with C’g = g, by 
Der g its derivation algebra, by Aut g its automorphism group, by z,(h) the 
centralizer in g of a subalgebra h and by z(g) the center of g. We say that a 
bilinear form 4 on g is invariant if: 
4(Cx, Yl~z)=c4& C.hzl) vx, y, z E 9. 
1.2. DEFINITION. We say that (g, 4) is a quadratic Lie algebra if 4 is a 
symmetric invariant bilinear form on the Lie algebra g. If 4 is non- 
degenerate we say that (g, 4) is a regular quadratic Lie algebra. 
1.3. LEMMA. If (g, 4) is a regular quadratic Lie algebra then 
(C”g)l =z,(C-‘g) Vn>2 
(in particular [g, g]’ = z(g)). 
’ We only simplified what was done by Kac, i.e., the inductive classification of solvable 
quadratic Lie algebras. Moreover the proof of 2.8 was communicated to us by Kac. 
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Proof. The following equivalences are obvious: 
tE(C”g)~o~(t[x,~~~x,])=Ovx,~~~x,Eg 
0 -fj([cXZ~~~X,],X,)=OvX,~~~X”Eg 
- C& . ..x.] =OVx,...x,Eg 
otEZ,(C”-‘g). 
1.4. LEMMA (7.2, p. 82 [3]). Zf(g, 4) is a quadratic Lie algebra and if d 
is a derivation of g such that d(dx, y) = -4(x, dy) for all x, YE g then 
f(x, y) := #(dx, y) is a 2-cocycle on g. 
Proof: Let x, y, z E g then 
.I-( Cx, ~1, z) = 4(4x> ~1, z) = 4 Cdx, ~1, z) + d(Cx, dyl, z) 
=d(dx, t-~,zl)-d(dy, Cx,zl) 
= -4(x, dCy> ~1) + 4(y, 4x2 ~1) 
= -f(CY, zlt x)+f(C-T 21, Y). Q.E.D. 
1.5. We set 
.$g, g) = {de Der g; d(dx, Y) = -4(x, dy) Vx, Y E g} 
Aut, g = {TV EAut g; d(ax, ay) = 4(x, y) Vx, y E g}. 
If CI E Aut, g and dg z$(g, g) then for all x, y E g: 
cj(cc -’ dcrx, y) = d(dotx, ay) = -d(c(x, day) = -4(x, K’ docy) 
therefore CI ~ ’ dot E z:(g, g). This means that Aut, g operates on zi(g, g) by 
conjugation. Since 4 is invariant, B’(g, g) := ad g is included in z$(g, g); we 
set H$(g, g) = z$(g, g)/B’(g, g) and denote by d -+ [d] the canonical map 
from zi(g, g) onto H$(g, g). The group Aut, g operates on the projective 
space P’(H$(g, g)) by conjugation: 
(a, K[d])+u’K[d] c( :=K[~‘dcr]. 
2. EXTENSIONS OF REGULAR QUADRATIC LIE ALGEBRAS 
2.1. Let (g, 4) be a regular quadratic Lie algebra and d be an element of 
z&3> 9) (1.4). 
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Denote fi the extension of the Lie algebra g by a l-dimensional center, 
associated to the cocyclef ( 1.4). Explicitly, 6 = g 0 Kc (direct sum of vector 
spaces) and the bracket is given by 
cx + k Y + WI” = t-x, Yl + 4(& Y) c Vx, yEg VA,peK. 
Finally, denote by gd the Lie algebra that is obtained by adjoining to Cj a 
derivation d (same notation) which acts on g as d and which kills c. More 
explicitly, gd is a vector space: 
gd=g@Kc@Kd 
with the bracket defined by 
[x+k+pd, y+Eu,c+p,d],= [x, y]+pdy-p, dx+b(dx, y)c 
Vx,y~g VAP,A,>I*~EK. 
2.2. Now we extend 4 to the whole gd by 
dd(Kc + Kd, g) = 0; 4d(c, c) = 4,(d, d) = 0; #d(c, d) = 1. 
It is clear that this is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. We 
check the only non-trivial case of the invariance property: 
4cA Cd XL Y) = dA4 Cx, YM 
The left-hand side is dd(dx, y) = @(dx, y); the right-hand side is 
#Jd, [x, y] + &dx, y) c) = 0 + b(dx, y) 4Jd, c) = d(dx, y). In conclusion: 
2.3. PROPOSITION. With the notations of 2.1 and 2.2 (gd, dd) is a regular 
quadratic Lie algebra, which we call the extension of (g, 4) by d. 
2.4. From an n-dimensional regular quadratic Lie algebra (g, 4) and an 
element d of Der, g we constructed an (n + 2)-dimensional regular 
quadratic Lie algebra (gd, dd). The next steps are obviously the study of the 
following two problems: 
(a) For which kind of (n + 2)-dimensional regular quadratic Lie 
algebra (h, II/) does there exist an n-dimensional regular quadratic Lie 
algebra (g, 4) and an element d of Der, g such that (g,, c$~) is isometric to 
(h *I? 
(b) What is the relation between d and d’ when (gd, bd) and (gd’, bd’) 
are isometric? 
2.5. Let (h, $) be a regular quadratic Lie algebra. Assume that h con- 
tains an anisotropic element z then h is the orthogonal direct sum of zl 
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and Kz: h = z’ @ Kz. Assume furthermore that Kz is an ideal; then z’, too. 
Also, if there exists AE h* such that [z, y] = I(y) z Vyc h, it follows that 
O=d([z, z], y)=fj(z, [z, y])=A(y) &z, z), so 1=0, i.e., z is central, 
therefore h is isomorphic to the direct product z’ x Kz. If $i and ti2 
designate the restrictions of $ to z’ x z’ and Kz x Kz. Then obviously 
(zl, till and Uk 1//d are regular quadratic Lie algebras and (h, I,$) is the 
orthogonal direct product of (z’, $,) and (Kz, t+b2). 
2.6. Let (lj, II/) be a finite-dimensional regular quadratic Lie algebra. 
Assume that h contains an isotropic element z. Let x be an isotropic 
element of h such that Kx@ Kz is an hyperbolic plane (i.e., 4(x, x) = 
&z, z) = 0 4(x, z) = 1). We have then the vector space decomposition 
lJ=(x’nz’)@Kz@Kx. 
Comparing dimensions we obtain easily 
zl= (xi nz’)@Kz. 
Now, assume furthermore that Kz is an ideal in h; then z’ is also an 
ideal in h. Consider the quotient g of z’ by Kz: 
g = z’/Kz 
and denote by 
7c:z1 +9 
the canonical map. Detine 4: g x g + K as the quotient of I,G by rc: 
9(% 710) = $(u, 0) vu, vezl; 
then 4 is an invariant symmetric bilinear form on g. The kernel of 4 is the 
quotient of the kernel of I,+ 1zl, therefore 4 is nondegenerate. It follows that 
(g, 4) is a regular quadratic Lie algebra. Since z’ is an ideal the element 
ad x passes to quotient by rc and gives a derivation d of g: 
d(m) = 7c[x, u] VUEZL. 
The homomorphism 7c transforms the $-invariance of ad x into a 
v-invariance of d: 
q5(dm, m) = -qb(m, dm) vu, v E zL. 
Finally, ad x stabilizes Kx 0 Kz, therefore it also stabilizes x’ n z’ : 
[x,xLnzL]cxLnz’. 
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2.7. LEMMA. With the notations of 2.6, (IJ, t/t) and (gd, dd) are isometric 
$2 is central. 
Proof: Define ~1: h-+ gd linear by setting 
a(u+;lz+px)=nu+k+ud t/l,u~EK Vu~x~nz~. 
Obviously c1 is a vector space isomorphism. Let u, u EX’ n zl; then 
IcI(C4~l-ti(X, [~,~l)z,~z+P) = PLIl/(c~,~1,x)-P$(x, Cu,ul) l+O+ 
0 = 0 (since [u, u] EZ~), therefore [u, u] = ([u, u] - $(x, [u, u]) z) + 
I&(X, [u, 01) z is the decomposition of [u, u] in x’ nz’@ Kz. Using this 
result let us prove that c1 is a Lie algebra homomorphism: for all II, p, A,, 
~,EK, u,u~x’nz a[u+ilz+px, v+I.,zfu,x] = cc([u,u]+u,[u,x] 
+ Ax, 01) = d(Cu, VI + cx, PO - P,Ul - bw, cu, ul)z) + IcI(X> 
cu, ul)z) = 4CK VI + cx, w - Pu,Ul - $(x1 cu, 03) z) + b4G c4 VI) c 
(since [x, x’ n z’] c x’ n z’ we have [Ix, pu - p, u] E x’ n z’). 
On the other hand: [a(u + AZ + px), a(u -t 1, z + CL, x)]~ = [rcu + AC + ud, 
nu+%,c+p,d]d = [~~u,nu]+ud~u-uId~u+~(d~u,nu)c = /uc[x,u]- 
p,rr[x, u] + rc[u, u] + d(rc[x, u], rcu) c. This is obviously equal to 
a[u+lz+px, 0+&z + ,ulx]. Let us prove now that ~1 is an isometry, i.e., 
f$JCL(u+Az+px), u(u+l,z+p,x)) = $(u+~z+px, u+A,z+#u,x) vu, 
uEx’ nzL Vi, ,u, Al, p, EK. 
The left-hand side is dd(rcu + AC + ,ud, nu + A, c + ,uLI d) = &TTU, xu) + 
;1~, + ~2, ; the right-hand side is Il/(u, u) + @, + A, p. This achieves the proof 
of the lemma. 
2.8. LEMMA. If (g, cp) is a finite-dimensional regular quadratic Lie 
algebra and if g is solvable, then the center of g is non-trivial. 
Proof: Since g is solvable it has a l-dimensional ideal Kz. The orbit of z 
under the adjoint action is either (0) or Kz. By cp one can identify the 
g-modules g and its dual g*. It is well known that the co-orbits n g* are of 
even dimension; by the identification g = g* the orbit of z is of even dimen- 
sion and therefore equal to (o), which proves that z is central. 
Now summarizing 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 we can answer question (a) of 2.3. 
2.9. PROPOSITON. Any n-dimensional regular quadratic Lie algebra with 
non-trivial center (in particular an n-dimensional regular quadratic solvable 
Lie algebra) is either an orthogonal direct sum of (n - 1 )-dimensional and 
l-dimensional regular quadratic Lie algebras (if it contains an anisotropic 
central element) or is an extension of an (n - 2)-dimensional regular 
quadratic Lie algebra as in 2.3 (if it contains an isotropic central element). 
2.10. We now look at the second question of 2.3. Let (g, 4) be a regular 
quadratic Lie algebra, and d and d’ be two elements of z:(g, g) such that 
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(gd, dd) and (gd’, c$~) are isometric. What is the relation between d and d’? 
Let c(: (gd, @d) + (gd’, dd’) be an isometry. Make the following assumption 
on cc:cc(g@Kc)=g@Kc’. Let 7t’:gOKc’ + g be the canonical projection 
and let cl0 be the restriction to g of rc’a. A priori a0 is linear from g into g; 
we will prove that CAKE Aut, g. Since Kc’ is the kernel of I? we have 
LXX- OZ~XE Kc’ for any x in g, it follows that there exists an unique t in g 
depending only on a such that ax - a,x = &t, x) c’ Vx E g (because 4 is 
non-degenerate). 
(i) Let us write down the isometry condition on CI for x, y E g: 
~Jx, JI) = d&(ax, LXJI); by the definition of dd on g* we have dd(x, y) = 
4(x, y); by the preceeding result we have $$(c(x, ay) = ~&(cI,,x + d(t, x) c’, 
x0 y + $( t, y) c’); since c’ is orthogonal to g this is equal to dJa,x, CQ y); if 
we apply the definition of dd’ on g* we obtain 4d’(~0~, aOy) = d(ol,x, a,~). 
In conclusion we get 4(x, y) = &cz,x, cr,y) Vx, y E g, therefore CI~ is an 
element of the orthogonal group of the regular quadratic vector space 
(g, 4); it remains to prove that CI~ is a Lie algebra homomorphism. 
(ii) Let 2 E K such that ac = clOc + AC’. As for (x, y) in (i) we have 
qdd(crx, ac) = f#~JcL~x + &t, x) c’, qc + AC’) = qbd’(ccOx, fqc) = &a,~, cc,c); on 
the other hand d$(ax, c(c) = c$Jx, c) = 0, therefore &a,,~, a,c) = 0 Vx E g. 
Since g0 is onto and 4 non-degenerate it follows that clOc = 0. 
(iii) Now let us use the fact that c( is a Lie algebra homomorphism: 
4% Yld = cw c(yld’ v’x, ye 9; by the definition of [ , Id we have 
x[x, y],=a[x, y] + $(dx, y) UC. By the results obtained above on the 
value of a on g and on c we have a [x, y] = a,[~, y] + &t, [x, y] ) c’ and 
XC = Ic’; on the other hand, we have [ctx, cry]& = [cr0x + ~$(t, x) c’, a, y + 
d(t, v) c’]~ = [cr,x, rxO y], (since c’ is central). By the definition of [ Id’ this 
is equal to [cr,x, a, y] + &dl~x, z0 y) c’; combining all these relations 
we get: QCX, ~1 + C&f, Cx, ~1) + d(dx, Y) lb) c’ = Ccw, ~,yl + qf~(Jcr,x, 
~,y) c’. Since the sum g + Kc’ is direct we obtain: Vx, ye g a,[~, y] = 
[cc,x, r,y] (thus LYE is a Lie algebra homomorphism achieving to prove 
that czO E Aut, g) and $(I, [x, y]) + Q(dx, y) = &d’cr,x, troy). By the 
&invariance of ad t and CI” we have d(t, [x, y]) = ~,4( [t, x], y) and 
4(d’w, %.!J) = d(@, ’ d’cw, y); therefore: d( [t, x], y) + d(,I dx, y) = 
&u; ’ dl~“x, y) for all x, y E g. This implies (since C# is non-degenerate): 
[t, x] + I. dx = a;’ d’a,x for all x E g. By 1.5 we get 
K[d] = q’K[d’] a,. 
(iv) Now we compute the action of CI on d: Let p, v E K such that 
ad = ,~Ldl + n’ad + vc’; since d and c are dual vectors and since CI is an 
isometry, ad and CCC = Ilc’ are also dual; but c’ is orthogonal to g @ Kc’, 
therefore &I = 1. Express the fact that the image of the isotropic vector d is 
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also isotropic: d&d) + n’crd+ vc’, @ + n’fxd+ vc’) = 0. Using the 
definition of dd we get: pv + &rc’ad, n’~ld) + VP = 0. The following equalities 
are obvious: Vx~g: 0 = dd(d, x) = d,.(ad, CIX) = tid’(@ + n’ad+ vc’, 
aox + d( t, x) c’) = p& 2, x) + #(n’ad, aox) = d(pt, x) + d(a, l7c’ad, x) = 
#(PI + a;‘z’ad, x); since 4 is non-degenerate it follows that 
pt + a; ‘&ad = 0; if we replace 7c’ad by - pa0 t in 2pv + #(n’ad, &ad) = 0 
found below we get: 2v + pq5(t, t) = 0 by using the &invariance of aO. In 
conclusion the action of a on d is given by 
ad=Ap’d’-ipla t-c&t t)c’ 
0 2 ’ . 
From all the results of 2.4 we obtain a part of the following: 
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let (g, 4) be a regular quadratic Lie algebra and 
d, d’ be elements of z$(g, g). There exists an isometry from (gd, dd) onto 
(grl’, dd’) mapping g @Kc onto g @ Kc’ if and only if the images of d and d’ in 
P’H$(g, g) are in the same Aut, g-orbit. More precisely if a: (gd, I$~) -% 
(gd’, ##) is an isometry such that a(g @ Kc) = g @ Kc’ then there exist 2 E K*, 
t E g and a, E Aut, g (all unique) such that 
I 
ad=2 .‘d’--l’a,t-$d(t, t)c’ 
ax = aox + fj( t, x) c’ 
ac = AC’ 
and a; ’ d’a, = Ad + ad t. 
Proof In 2.10 we proved that if there exists an isometry from (gd, dd) 
onto (gd’, dd’) mapping g @ Kc onto g @ Kc’, then the images of d and d’ in 
P’Hi(g, g) are in the same Aut, g-orbit. Conversely, if there exist A E K*, 
t E g and a0 E Aut, g such that a; ’ d’a, = Ad + ad t define a: gd -+ gd’ linear 
by setting: 
ad=C’d’-i-la t-c4(t t)c’ 0 2 ’ 
ax = aox + fj( t, x) c’ 
ac = AC’. 
(a) Check first that a is a Lie algebra homomorphism. In part (iii) of 
2.4 we saw that a[x, yld= [ax, cry]& Vx, y~g if and only if a,[x, y] = 
[aox, a,y] Vx, yEg and ad t+Ad=a;’ d’aO, . therefore it remains to check 
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that CI commutes with the following brackets: [d, x]~, [d, c]~, [x, cl+ 
Since c1 maps the central element c parallel to the central element c’ the 
result is obvious for the brackets [d, c]~ and [x, c]~. For the remaining 
one we have the following obvious relations: [crd, ~1x1~ = [A- ’ d’ - 
C’a,t- (A-‘/2) cj(t, t)c’, a,x+qs(t, X)C’]$ = jlrld’aOX-i-*[aOt, a,x]n 
= a,dx+i-‘a,[t,x]-~“~‘[a,t,a,X]-~~-’~(d’aot,a,x)c’ = a,dx- 
Pq5(a,‘d’a,,t,x)c’ = a,dx-A-‘~$(ldt,x)c’ = q,dx+&t,dx)c’ = 
CI dx = c( [d, x] d. This concludes (a). 
(b) Let us prove now that tl is an isometry. Repeating the com- 
putation of part (iv) in 2.10 we get first d,(ad, ad) = 2A-‘( -(A-‘/2) 
qqt, t))+q+-‘aor, -A-la,t) = -n-‘&t, t)+;l-2q5(t, t) = 0 = 
q5Jd, d), then #$(ad, ax) = A-‘d(t, x)-A-‘&a,?, a,,x) = 0 = dd(d, x) 
and finally 4,.(ad, ac) = API,? = 1 = dd(d, c). From the part (i) of 2.4 we 
have the equivalence: dd(x, y) = dd’(ax, ay) Vx, YE g if and only if 
4(x, y) = &a,~, a0 y) Vx, y E g. Since a maps g onto the orthogonal of Kc’ 
and Kc onto Kc’ we have #&(a~, ac) = 0 = #Jx, c) Vx E g. The last checking 
dd’(scc, ac) = dd(c, c) is obvious. Q.E.D. 
3. AMALGAMATED PRODUCTOF QUADRATIC LIE ALGEBRAS 
3.1. Let (gi, di)lC,<n be a family of regular quadratic Lie algebras. 
Consider on g = g, 0 g,, the form q5 = #i 0 . . @ I$,, defined by 
4(x, + .” +x,7 .v,+ ... +YJ=d*(x,, y,)+ ... +Gb(x,, Y,). 
Obviously, (g, 4) is a regular quadratic Lie algebra. Assume that gi con- 
tains a central isotropic element zi. In g, consider the ideal B spanned by 
the elements: z, - z, ,..., z, ~ 1 - z,. Obviously, ~j is a central totally isotropic 
ideal of dimension n - 1 and its orthogonal is s1 = K(x, + ... +x,)0 
z;o .” @z ,+; one can choose x1 “‘xl such that d,(x,z,)= ... = 
~,(x,~z,,) = 1. Denote by g’ the quotient s’/s. The canonical map x from 5’ 
onto g’ allows us to define on g’ a form 4’ by setting @(xx, zy) = 4(x, y) 
for all x, y E 5l. We check that (g’, d’) is a regular quadratic Lie algebra. 
3.2. DEFINITION. With the above notations, we say that (g’, 4’) is the 
amalgamated product of (g,, d,) ,..., (gn, 4) over (zl ,..., z,). 
3.3. For i= l,..., n let 5, be the subalgebra of 5l defined by: 
5,=K(x,+ ." + x,) @ z,+. Denote by g; the image of si by x and by 4; the 
restriction of 4’ to 91. Remark that nl,< is one-to-one, thus 7c1,, is an 
isometry from (s,, 4I,,) onto (g:, 4:). 
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3.4. LEMMA. For all i= l,..., n the quadratic Lie algebras (gi, #i) and 
(91, 4:) are isometric. 
ProoJ: The algebra gi can be decomposed as follows: gi = Kxi @ zf. The 
map f, from gi onto zlj defined by fi(lxi + y) = ;l(x, + ... +x,) + y for all 
AE K and all y~z/ is an isometry from (gi, di) onto (e,, 4I,,). It follows 
that nofi is an isometry from (gi, di) onto (91, 4;). 
4. EXTENSIONS OF ABELIAN QUADRATIC LIE ALGEBRAS 
4.1. Let (g;, 0;) be the abelian regular quadratic Lie algebra of dimen- 
sion n. For any endomorphism d of g; denote by d* its adjoint with respect 
to 4;: &(dx, y) = &(x, d*y) for all X, y E 97. The derivation algebra Der g; 
of g; is End g;, the automorphism group Aut g; of g; is GL(g;). The sub- 
algebra Z$;(g;, g;) of Der g; is o(n) = {de End g;; d* = -d}. The subgroup 
Aut,;(g;) of Aut g; is O(n) = (0~ GL(g;); 8* = Q-l}. We have ad g; = (0). 
Therefore the action of Aut,;(g;) in Hi;(g;, 91) is identical to the adjoint 
action of the Lie group O(n) in its Lie algebra o(n). Therefore by 2.11, the 
classification of regular quadratic Lie algebras which are extensions of 
(g;, 41) is reduced to the determination of O(n)-orbits in o(n). For the 
nilpotent orbits the solution is classical [2]: for any dE o(n) the O(n)-orbit 
of d is equal to the intersection with o(n) of the GL(g;)-orbit of d, this 
implies that the O(n)-orbits are determined by the partition (n, ... n,) of n 
satisfying the following condition: (c) if i is even then # {j; nl = i} is even, 
too. We have therefore the following: 
4.2. PROPOSITION. The set of isometry classes of regular quadratic Lie 
algebras which are extensions of the abelian regular quadratic Lie algebra of 
dimension n by nilpotent derivations is in bijection with the set of partitions of 
n satisfying the condition (c). 
4.3. Assume that n is even: n = 2p. Consider the partition (p, p) of n 
and let us construct explicitly the corresponding extension of (91, $1). Let 
teP . ..e. e ~~, “‘epp ) be a Witt basis of (91, 4;), i.e., &(ei, e,) = 6, -j for all 
i, j = p,..., -p. Let d, be the derivation of g; defined by 
d,,e, = eip, Vi = 2,..., p 
dzpep,= -e -,.+, Vi= l,..., p - 1. 
We check that d, is invariant and corresponds to the partition (p, p). 
Denote by (W,, &,) the extension of (g;, &) by d,; explicitly: 
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W,,=Kd,,@Ke_,@ ... @Kec,@Ke,@ ... @Ke,@Kz,, 
l&p, ei] = ej- 1, 26ibp 
(Id,,, e-; ]= -e-,-l, l<i<p-1 
Cei~e-,+Il=*z,7 2<i<p 
dz,(d,,, ~2,) = 1 
d2Je,, e-J = 1, 1 di6p. 
(All the other brackets and products are 0.) 
4.4. Assume that n is odd: n = 2p + 1. Consider the partition (2p + 1) of 
n and let us construct explicitly the corresponding extension of (g;, $1). Let 
(e;..e,e,ec, .. e ,,) be a Witt basis of (g;, &), i.e., 
d;(e,, e,) = 6,~ , vi, j= -p )...) - 1, l)...) p 
4;(e,, 64 = -2. 
Let d2, + I be the derivation of g? defined by 
d 2p+Ie,=ej l3 ldidp 
d 2p+le-,= --emi ,, l<i<p-1 
d 2p+leo=2e I. 
We check that d,,+ , is invariant and corresponds to the partition (2p + 1). 
Denote by ( W2, + I ,d2, + I ) the extension of (91, 41) by d2,,+, ; explicitly: 
W 2pt,=Wp+, @Ke,@ ... @KeP,@Kz,,,, 
C&p+ ,, ei] = ej- , , ldidp 
CdZp+l,epil= --e ,-I, l<i<p-1 
C&p+ ,> e,]=2e-, 
Cei,e-,+,1=z2,+,, 26idp 
Leo, e,l = 2z2,+ I 
hp+,(4p+,>z2p+,)=l 
42p+ ,(ei, e-J = 1, ldidp 
92p+ ,(eo, 4 = -2. 
4.5. Let i, . . . i, be a sequence of positive integers and denote by 
( W,, . ...,, b,, ,,,) the amalgamated product of ( W,,, qSi,) ... ( W,, ii,) over 
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(z,;..zJ, where (W,,,C$~) d f d IS e me as in 4.3 (resp. 4.4) if tj is even (resp. 
odd). In the following proposition, we see the usefulness of the 
amalgamation in classifying the extensions of abelian quadratic Lie 
algebras by nilpotent derivations. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. (a) For any sequence of positive integers i, .. i, 
satisfying i, + . + i, = n the quadratic Lie algebra ( Wi, ...i,, #j, i,) is an 
extension of (g;, 4;) by d,, + ... + d;,. 
(b) Any extension qf (97, $7) by a nilpotent derivation is oj. the form 
(WI, -tr> d,,---r,). 
Proof (a) One can decompose Wil in the following way: Wi, = Kd, @ 
gy@ Kz,. Then the ideal s1 of 3.1 can be written as follows: 
5.l = K(d,, + ... +d;,)@z;:@ ... @z,i 
=K(d;,+ ... +d,)@g;‘@ ... @g;‘Kz,,@ ... OKz,. 
Let n be the canonical map from s1 onto Wi, i, and u = n(z,,) = . . = 
n(z,,). The ideal U’ is given by a1 = Ku @ g? @ . . . 0 gt. The quotient u’/Ku 
is isomorphic to g? @ . . . @ gj = 9;. Q.E.D. 
(b) By 4.2 an extension (9, 4) of (g;, 4;) by a nilpotent derivation is 
associated to a unique partition (n, . . . n,) of n satisfying the condition (c). 
Let us reorder the sequence (n, . ..n.) such that (nl . ..n.} = 
{2Pr2Pr . ..2p., 2p,, 29, + 1 . ..2q..,+ l}, where p1 < ... <pr, and 
q, < ... <q,,, (since the condition (c) is satisfied every even integer is 
repeated twice). Then set: i,=4p,~..i,.=4p,,i,,+,=2q,+l~..i,=2q,,,+l 
with r = t’+ t”. By (a), ( Wi ,.,.,,, Qi ,... i,) is the extension of (g;, &) by 
d,, + .. . + d,. The partition associated to d, + ... + d,, is (n, . .. n,) 
therefore (g, 4) and ( W,, ...i,, bi, ,.., ,) are isometric by 4.2. Q.E.D. 
5. REGULAR QUADRATIC NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Any indecomposable regular quadratic nilpotent Lie 
algebra of dimension 67 is isometric to one and only one of the following 
algebras : 
dim 1: g, 
dim 5: W, 
dim 6: W, 
dim 7: W5. 
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Proof. Obviously, only abelian quadratic Lie algebras occur in dimen- 
sions 1 and 2. At the dimensions 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 we have to look for the 
partitions of n = 3,4, 5 satisfying the conditions (c), which are as follows: 
n=3 (3) (1, 1, 1) 
n=4 (391) (2,2) (1, 1, 1, 1) 
n=5 (5) (3, 1, 1) (2, 2, 1) 
the corresponding extensions are 
w3 s: 
w,x!3, w4 9: 
W5 w3 x 9: w,xg, 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
9:. 
To achieve the proof, we have to look for those algebras which are exten- 
sions of nonabelian regular quadratic nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension 
~5, i.e., of W,. An easy computation shows that we obtain nothing new. 
5.2. Remark. In the above proof the extensions of W, are contained in 
the extensions of g:. This suggests the study of the relations between 
(g, 4, d) and (g’, d’, d’) when (gd, dd) and (g;,, #&) are isometric. The 
Proposition 2.10 gives the answer for the case (g, 4) = (g’, 4’). In a 
forthcoming manuscript we will describe the general case. 
5.3. The full classification of regular quadratic nilpotent Lie algebras is 
hopeless.* Nevertheless, using connections between Kac-Moody algebras 
and nilpotent Lie algebras [4, 51, we can give several infinite series. The 
following one is the simplest (the first algebra is W,): 
3n + 2 
L 2,,+ ,(Ajl’)= @ Kx I) 4(x,, x,)= -4+j.3n+3 n>l 
,=I 
[Ix,, Xjl = (j- 4 xi+,, where (j - i) E { - 1, 0, 1 } is the class of 
(j-i) modulo 3 (i+j<3n+2) 
(see [3, 7.12, p. 851 and [4, 8.61). 
‘We explored the higher dimensions and there are too many of them. 
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